Abstract-We propose a novel detection method for noncoherent synchronization (signal acquisition) in multi-user ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radio (IR) networks. It is designed to solve the inter-user interference (IUI) that occurs in some ad-hoc networks where concurrent transmissions are allowed with heterogeneous power levels. In such scenarios, the conventional detection method, which is based on correlating the received IR signal with a template pulse train (TPT), does not always perform well. The complexity of our proposal is similar to that of the conventional method. We evaluate its performance with the line-of-sight (LOS) and the non-LOS (NLOS) office indoor channel models proposed by the IEEE P802.15.4a study group and find that the improvement is significant. We also investigate the particular case where the concurrent transmissions have the same time-hopping code, and we show that it does not result in collision. Such scenarios appear in ad-hoc networks that employ a common code for control or broadcast purposes. Largest obtained during the first phase or one iteration of the second phase of the PID synchronization method. Value of during the first phase.
Probability of a bad detection during the first phase in the absence of the true sequence. Probability that one threshold check succeeds during the second phase, given that the first phase has resulted in a good detection in the presence of the true sequence. Probability that one threshold check succeeds during the second phase, given that the first phase has resulted in a bad detection in the absence of the true sequence.
I. INTRODUCTION
W E PROPOSE a novel detection method, called the power-independent detection (PID) method, for noncoherent synchronization in multi-access ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radio (IR) networks. To understand what we mean by detection method, let us define the following terminology. We consider the synchronization of one receiver to one sender (also called signal acquisition). We are interested in methods based on the correlation of the IR signal with a template pulse train (TPT). Such methods involve two ingredients: 1) the detection, which correlates the received signal with a TPT (we refer to this detection method as the conventional detection method) and 2) the search algorithm, which shifts the TPT. We focus on detection. Our proposal aims at solving the extreme inter-user interference (IUI) case (near-far problem), when there are multiple interfering transmitters, asynchronous transmissions, and heterogeneous power levels. This occurs, for example, in the presence of multiple interfering piconets or in purely ad-hoc networks that allow concurrent transmissions, always at full power [1] , [2] . As a typical example, we can imagine headphone sets employing the IR UWB technology to exchange music with some master device such as a laptop. People may use these headphones with different masters in an office environment or even in the same room. They may move or exchange places, which creates very harmful interference. Another application could be the sensor networks where the IR UWB technology is a potential candidate because of its low power consumption. We can imagine tens or even hundreds of sensors deployed in a small area communicating with each other in an ad-hoc fashion with a huge amount of interference. In such scenarios, the conventional detection method faces a certain failure in the absence of power control, which may entail a prohibiting overhead. Further, according to [3] , the optimal is to allow sending at full power and to apply rate adaptation but not power control.
Our PID method solves the problem without any additional complexity overhead, e.g., for a digital receiver, it employs the same sampling frequency and number of operations as the conventional detection method. Unlike the conventional detection method, the PID method splits the correlation into elementary correlations, with each one corresponding to one pulse in the TPT. Then, two threshold checks are performed. The first is to detect pulses whereas the second is to detect the signal based on the number of detected pulses. To evaluate the performance of the PID method, we propose a hybrid method combining analysis and simulation that is carried out according to line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) office indoor channel models proposed by the IEEE P802. 15 .4a study group [4] . The results presented at the end of this paper show a significant improvement compared to the conventional detection method.
Furthermore, we investigate the particular case where the concurrent transmissions have the same time-hopping (TH) code; such scenarios appear in ad-hoc networks that employ common TH code for control or broadcast purposes, as in [1] . We show that, with high probability, this kind of transmission does not result in collision, i.e., one signal is detected and the others are simply ignored. Further, with the conventional method, the user with the highest power is most likely the one that is detected, whereas, with our method, all users within the detactability range have the same probability of being detected.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a discussion of the related work. In Section III, we describe the system model and state the problem we will address. In Section IV, we review the conventional detection method and explain its shortcoming. Our proposal, the PID method, is detailed in Section V. In Section VI, we explain how we proceed to evaluate the PID method, and the results, including those of the asynchronous concurrent transmissions with the same code, are shown in Section VII. We conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
In [5] and [6] , a frequency-domain approach is adopted using subspace techniques and least-squares methods in order to detect the arrival time of the IR signal. However, only a single-user transmission is considered without any IUI, unlike what we do.
In [7] - [9] , synchronization methods for differential receivers are developed. In [7] and [9] , the proposed methods achieve frame-level synchronization, whereas detecting only the presence of the signal is ensured in [8] . The authors in [10] give a sequence timing estimation which relies on the cyclostationarity that arises only when there is no TH within each sequence and requires dense multipath that fills up the frame. The four methods of [7] - [10] do not operate well in the case of the near-far problem, unlike our proposal.
In this paper, we are interested in the synchronization methods that employ the conventional detection method, which give an accurate timing (pulse-level synchronization) by detecting the arrival time of the IR signal. Furthermore, these synchronization methods detect the polarity of the signal. The conventional detection method has been recently adopted in a large number of references, in combination with a variety of search algorithms; some search algorithms are adequate for fine-grained synchronization (e.g., serial [11] ) or for coarse synchronization (e.g., "Look and Jump K" [12] , bit reversal [13] - [15] , sequential block search [16] , and -scaled acquisition algorithms [17] ). All of these search algorithms suffer from the near-far problem. Our proposal, the PID method, is designed to replace the conventional detection method and solve the near-far problem with all of the search algorithms. Further, the PID method can be generalized to the aforementioned work of [7] - [10] for the same purpose.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that identifies the problem of the conventional detection method in the presence of concurrent transmissions with heterogeneous power levels.
Furthermore, the case of the asynchronous concurrent transmissions with the same code has not been discussed in the literature before.
Note that this paper is an extended version of the work presented in [18] . The main differences are that: 1) this version exposes in detail the problem and involves more explanations to make the reader more comfortable; 2) it includes the analysis used to evaluate the PID method, which is not presented in [18] ; 3) in addition to the LOS case, it studies the case of NLOS, which is not exposed in [18] ; and 4) it shows the feasibility of the asynchronous concurrent transmissions with the same code.
III. MODEL AND ASSUMPTION
An IR signal consists of trains of very short pulses to the order of a nanosecond or even a subnanosecond. In this paper, we consider a TH physical layer proposed by Win and Scholtz [19] . TH is ensured using a pseudorandom code of length . Such a physical layer can employ several modulation schemes such as binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), pulse position modulation (PPM), and pulse amplitude modulation (PAM); we do not have to specify a modulation scheme here since there is no data transmitted during the synchronization period, and, thus, the signal we treat is not modulated. The transmitted signal of the th user is (1) where is the second derivative of the Gaussian pulse. We have chosen this pulse because we assume that the transmitter generates the Gaussian pulse, which undergoes two derivations at the transmitter and receiver antennas, respectively. Thus, to simplify the notation, we consider only the pulse received at the correlator, which is the second derivative of the Gaussian pulse, instead of using three different pulses. This simplification does not change the results of this study.
indicates the signal amplitude, is the chip duration, is the th element of the th user code, i.e., the number of the chip that corresponds to the pulse position in the th frame of an th user sequence, is the frame duration where is the number of chips in one frame, and is the sequence duration, that is, , and is the transmission start time. We assume that the pulsewidth and the chip duration are equal.
For our results, we consider the Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) channel model adopted in [4] . For simplicity, we express its impulse response using the well-known tapped delay line expression (2) where denotes the Dirac impulse, is the signal delay along the th path, and is a real propagation coefficient that includes the channel attenuation and the polarity of the signal along the th path. Then, the received signal is given by (3) where is the number of users in the network and is the white Gaussian noise.
Assume that the receiver is interested in detecting the signal sent by the first user. Then, the objective of the synchronization methods that use either the PID or the conventional detection methods is to detect whether the first user is transmitting or not, and, if he or she is transmitting, they find the arrival time of one sequence in the first user signal according to one of the multipath components, i.e., they find one value of , where is the found value. Further, it detects the sign of the corresponding .
In our simulation, we consider a frame time that is larger than the delay spread of the channel in order to minimize the intersymbol interference (ISI). We assume that the channel is stationary during the synchronization phase. We do not make any assumption about the separation of the channel taps, so pulses might or might not overlap after convolution with the channel impulse response. However, this overlapping happens rarely because we adopt a very short pulse of 0.2 ns.
IV. CONVENTIONAL DETECTION METHOD

A. Description
As explained in Section I, we consider synchronization methods that involve two ingredients: the detection and the search algorithm. With the conventional detection method, the received IR signal is correlated with a TPT, which is a replica of the sequence used by the first user and is given by (4) The idea behind the correlation is to compare the TPT with the received impulse radio signal, which may or may not have the identical pattern of pulses as the TPT. Then, a threshold check is performed on the output of the correlation [ in (5) ] to detect whether there is a match (an alignment) between the TPT and the received IR signal.
The role of the search algorithm is to shift the TPT with predefined time offsets so that the TPT is placed at various locations in time as compared to the received impulse radio signal until a match is obtained between them, i.e., they are aligned. The output of the cross correlator is (5) where is the current shift number and is the time offset at the th shift of the TPT. Equation (5) is known in the literature as a coherent integration, but, in this paper, we refer to it as a correlation between the TPT and the received IR signal (note that we do not assume that the receiver knows the channel). The receiver gets synchronized with the transmitter at the th offset if is equal to one value of the set , and thus . Notice that, according to (4), (5) can be interpreted as elementary correlations , . is the output of the elementary correlation that corresponds to the th pulse in the TPT. We can write (6) where (7) These elementary correlations correspond to the correlations of the TPT pulses and their corresponding intervals of the IR signal. In Fig. 1 , the elementary correlations are presented by the blocks indexed from 1 to . is the input of the decision block, which in turn performs a threshold check. Hence, a match between the TPT and the IR signal is declared if the absolute value of exceeds certain threshold . Note that a ( 1) output of the decision block means that a match is declared but the signal is inverted due to reflection, i.e., the corresponding is negative (see Section III).
B. Example Showing the Problem With the Conventional Detection Method
To show the inefficiency of the conventional detection method, we present one scenario that is based on the measurement made by Win and Scholtz in [20] for an indoor The interferer signal, which is 33 times stronger than the source signal, has one pulse aligned with one pulse of the TPT.
environment. Consider a source (user 1) that is 10 m from the receiver. The measurement in [20] gives that the amplitude of the strongest source pulse seen by the receiver is in the order of 0.03 V. Assume now that there is an interferer (user 2) that is 1 m from the receiver. The measured amplitude of the interfering pulse is of 1 V, which is 33 times higher than the source pulse. Refer by ( , respectively) to the source (interferer, respectively) signal amplitude at the receiver, we have . Letting ( respectively) be the output of the correlation between one source (interferer, respectively) pulse and one TPT pulse when they are aligned, we can write (8) is 33 times larger than . Note that, when the source signal and the TPT are perfectly aligned, neglecting the interference and noise effects, is equal to . Consequently, cannot be larger than , otherwise the source signal cannot be detected. If , it is sufficient to have one interfering pulse aligned with one TPT pulse to get a false alarm (FA). Fig. 2 illustrates this scenario with . The source signal has the same pattern as the TPT but it is shifted in time. Corresponding pulses in the TPT and the source signal carry the same number. As we notice, there is one interferer pulse (pulse number 1 of the interferer signal) that is aligned with pulse number 1 of the TPT. In this case, an FA will occur since the code length is very small compared to the ratio between the source and the interferer signals.
To avoid this FA, but still using the conventional detection method, must be much larger than 33, which would be an extremely unaffordable overhead in term of synchronization time, since the synchronization time is proportional to the code length [21] . Note that, when the number of concurrent transmissions increases, the situation becomes worse.
To summarize this example, the synchronization is either unfeasible or entails an extremely large overhead using the conventional detection method in nonpower control IR networks when concurrent transmissions are allowed. 
V. OUR PROPOSAL: PID METHOD
The idea behind the cross correlation between the TPT and the IR signal is to detect a match between them. We need to find in the IR signal pulses that have the same pattern as the TPT. However, the conventional detection method does not do this. It looks at the energy captured by the correlation between the TPT and the received IR signal, which is indicated by in Fig. 1 , regardless of its distribution over the elementary correlations. So, if this energy is larger than the threshold, we say that the synchronization is achieved. But what happens if all of the energy comes from one elementary correlation, e.g., and , ? This is the challenge in the scenario shown in Section IV-B in the case where . Unlike the conventional detection method, the PID method solves the problem by looking at the individual energy captured by each elementary correlation separately, i.e., by looking at each separately, . Fig. 3 describes the architecture of our proposal; the output of each elementary correlation , , passes through an elementary decision block that performs an elementary threshold check. If the absolute value of is larger than the elementary threshold , then a pulse is detected and the output of the elementary decision block will be 1 or 1, depending on the sign of ( 1 means the detected pulse has negative polarity). Otherwise, it will be 0. Letting be the sum of the elementary decision block outputs, we have (9) Thus, is an integer that gives the number of detected pulses, unlike in Fig. 1 , which is a real number indicating the gathered energy. If the absolute value of is larger than the main threshold , then the output of the main decision block will be 1 or 1 (detected path is with negative polarity), and thus a match will be declared between the IR signal and the TPT. In the opposite case, the output of the main decision block will be 0. should be a positive integer less than , unlike in Fig. 1 , which can be a real number indicating the minimum of the required energy for detection.
It is intuitively clear that this new method should solve the problem described in Section IV-B; it is designed for an environment without power control since it is sensitive to the existence of a pulse and not to its power (assuming that it has enough energy to be detected). Thus, we call our proposal "power-independent detection."
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHOD
We evaluate the performance of PID and compare it to the conventional detection method.
A. How to Evaluate the Performance
For a meaningful performance evaluation of the conventional detection and the PID methods, we imbedded them in a complete synchronization method, which consists of an identification phase, followed by a verification phase. Each phase uses the two aforementioned ingredients of detection and search algorithm iteratively. For the latter, we adopted a serial search. This is because we aim to evaluate the performance of the PID method independently of the impact of optimizations that use coarse synchronization.
1) Complete Synchronization Method:
When the complete synchronization method uses PID, we call it the "PID synchronization method"; when it uses conventional detection, we call it the "conventional synchronization method."
Let be the number of the search bins 1 ; let "true sequence" be the sequence to be detected in the received IR signal, as it has the same pattern as the TPT at the receiver.
The PID synchronization method consists of two phases. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the flowcharts of the first and second phases respectively.
In the first phase, the procedure in Fig. 3 without the main decision block is repeated for the search bins according to the serial search algorithm; we start with bin 1, and then bin 2, until we reach bin . The largest , , is memorized, as well as its corresponding search bin. Then, is compared to a first mean threshold
. If the absolute value of is strictly above , the bin that corresponds to is considered to be a signal bin 2 SB, and we move to the second phase. Otherwise, the procedure of the first phase starts anew.
In the second phase, we aim to verify the detection of the first phase. It consists of iterations, in each one the procedure is the Fig. 4 . First phase of the PID synchronization method that finds the signal bin (SB) that corresponds to the highest value of above the first main threshold ' . same as in the first phase but on a predefined neighborhood of , , including , instead of the whole bins, and with a second mean threshold that is larger than . If at least threshold checks among succeed, the detection is confirmed, otherwise the detection of the first phase is cancelled and the procedure of the first phase starts anew. The conventional synchronization method is similar to the PID synchronization method with the difference that it does not perform a threshold check on the elementary correlation outputs.
2) Performance Metrics: We measure the performance of each procedure by the following metrics, applied to the synchronization method: 1) the probability of missed detection in the presence of the true sequence in the received IR signal; 2) the probability of FA , in the absence of the true sequence in the received IR signal; and 3) the total error defined as . Note that includes both errors that can occur in the presence of the true sequence: the probability of false alarm and the probability of no detection.
B. Computation of Metrics Using the Hybrid Method:
Analysis + Simulation 1) Analysis: The goal of the analysis is to express the metrics as functions of other probabilities that we obtain by simulation. The probabilities are as follows. During the first phase, we have , which is the probability of good detection when the received IR signal contains the true sequence, and , which is the probability of a bad detection when the received IR signal does not contain the true sequence. During the second phase, we define as the probability that one threshold check succeeds, given that the first phase has resulted in a good detection in the presence of the true sequence, and as the probability that one threshold check succeeds, given that the first phase has resulted in a bad detection in the absence of the true sequence.
The analysis presented in Appendix I gives
2) Simulation: In order to compute the metrics, we ran a campaign of simulations to estimate the probabilities , . The simulations were carried out using Matlab. We tried to make the simulated scenario as realistic as possible by choosing a real multipath fading channel model and by adjusting all simulation parameters, e.g., the bit-energy-to-noise spectral density ratio (one bit corresponds to one pulse), the physical layer parameters, the transmission power levels, and the number of users. a) Channel model: In our simulations, we consider the indoor office environment defined by the IEEE P802.15.4a study group [4] , and we studied the LOS and the NLOS cases. We adopted the LOS channel model as it is proposed in [4] . As to the NLOS, only the pathloss and small-scale fading parameters are available in [4] and not the delay profile parameters. Since the available parameters are extracted from [22] , we also filled the missing parameters from the same work in [22] so that the model is totally coherent and compatible.
Although the measurements made for these models were using an UWB IR signal, the models is generalized to be used by any carrier modulation system. Thus, the phase of a multipath component is considered to be uniformly distributed over , which is meaningless in a UWB IR baseband transmission. We solve this problem by relaxing this hypothesis and replacing it with the one adopted in [23] , which is appropriate for IR baseband transmission. Then, the phase of a multipath component will be with an equal probability for representing pulse inversion due to the reflection from different surfaces.
For simplicity, we assume that the distribution of the smallscale fading is Rayleigh instead of Nakagami since the mean value in decibels of the " " parameter of the Nakagami distribution in the adopted model is very close to zero, which corresponds to the particular case of the Rayleigh distribution.
b) Simulation parameters:
We consider that all users are sending nonmodulated IR signals, which is an assumption that does not affect our results since the interferer signals are already random with respect to the receiver and using data modulation will add one more random variable with zero mean. We have ns. is set, in the LOS case, to 200 chips/frame that corresponds to 40 ns, which is sufficient to minimize the ISI due the multipath delay spread [22] , [24] . In the NLOS case, is set to 400 chips/frame since the multipath delay spread is larger [22] , [24] . Further, the cardinality of the code is set to 100, i.e., a source can place a pulse in only the first 100 chips of a frame. The sampling frequency is 50 GHz, which is much larger than the Nyquist sampling frequency, to simulate an analog receiver since the impact of the sampling frequency is beyond the scope of this study. The elementary threshold ( in Fig. 3 ) is set to [see (8) ], where corresponds to the highest multipath components.
Each simulated scenario contains several transmitters which we refer to as users: the one that is transmitting the true sequence is called the source and others are the interferers. In our simulations, we consider a rather pessimistic scenario where all interferers have at least the same transmit power as the source. The source signal power observed by the receiver is set to 30 dBm, whereas the interferer signal powers observed by the receiver are uniformly distributed over [ 30 dBm, 10 dBm]. Then, the largest value of signal power that an interferer can have is 20 dB larger than the source signal power. Indeed, according to the pathloss model used in [4] , this difference in power corresponds to a communication range of approximately 17 m in the LOS case and to 4.5 m in the NLOS case (see Appendix II), where all users are transmitting at the same power and the source is the farthest. Such a communication range is typical for an indoor environment, and the adopted channel model of [4] is still valid since it is based on measurements that cover a range from 3 to 28 m.
Since we assume a stationary channel during the synchronization phase, we consider a small neighborhood of two pulsewidths ns . In all simulated scenarios, , which is the bit-energy-tonoise spectral density ratio, is computed with respect to the source signal power. In our simulations, we consider that one pulse corresponds to one bit, that is, a transmitter sends one pulse per bit.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the behavior of the PID synchronization method according to and and define an optimal working point. The behavior study of the conventional synchronization method is omitted since it is similar and can be deducted by analogy. Next, we compare the PID synchronization method with the conventional one. In the end, we evaluate the special case of concurrent transmissions with the same code.
The probabilities , , are obtained by simulation. and are computed by averaging the results of 200 independent runs for each simulated scenario. A different independent noise realization is computed per run, and, within the same run, a different channel realization is computed per user.
To compute and , the stationarity of the channel during the synchronization should be taken into account. Thus, the computation of and is different and more complicated. We proceed as follows. For each run of the 200 runs above, if a detection is declared, nine other runs are done with the same channel realization for each user but with different noise realization. Then, for a given scenario, if all of the 200 runs above result in a detection declaration, we will have nine additional runs for each run and, thus, 1800 runs for this scenario.
A. Performance Evaluation Results of the PID Synchronization Method
We ran simulations for values between 0-20 dB, values between 8-30, and number of users between 5-20. In the extreme scenarios with low ( 10 dB), short ( 16) , and large number of users (20 users), the performance was not very good due to a huge amount of interference and noise. But, starting from dB and , the performance is acceptable, and the results seem to be similar. For lack of space, we show only one scenario in order to explain the behavior of the PID synchronization method and to show the optimal working point. Fig. 6(a)-(c) shows the metrics , , and in the LOS case (see the legend for details). For Fig. 6(a) , the interpretation is as follows.
For a given , does not change with because it is independent of the second phase. As for , it is obvious that it is a decreasing function of the threshold because, when this latter gets higher, it becomes more difficult to succeed the main threshold check in the second phase. According to (10) , is decreasing with increasing . Consequently, is an increasing function of . For a given , on one hand, is a decreasing function of the threshold because, when this latter gets higher, it becomes more difficult to succeed the main threshold check in the first phase. On the other hand, is an increasing function of . Indeed, is the conditional probability that in one iteration of the second phase is above given that in the first phase is above . Thus, the smaller the difference between and is, the smaller is. This difference decreases when increases for a given . Consequently, increases with . According to (10) , is a decreasing function of both and . Therefore, given , it is not evident how varies according to since and vary in opposite directions. Moreover, the values of and influence the impact of the variation of . For , increases with when goes from 12 to 17, but it decreases when passes from 17 to 18. Fig. 6(b) shows the probability . To understand the trends of the curves, a similar interpretation can be made as above. For instance, for a given , is independent of and is a decreasing function of . Thus, decreases with for a fixed . In contrast, for a fixed , is decreasing with whereas is increasing. Fig. 6(c) shows . The optimal working point for this scenario is for where is minimized. On Fig. 6 . Performance of PID in the LOS case for various values of the two main thresholds ' and ' defined in Section VI-A1; ' is on the x axis. Each figure shows several curves that correspond to several values of ' . The values of ' for a given curve is the x value of its leftmost point. To understand these figures, consider the curve which leftmost point has an x value equal to 15 in (a). It corresponds to ' = 15. Since ' is always larger than ' , this curve can not have points with x values less than 15, which explains the different x values of the leftmost point of these curves. The y axis shows: (a) P (the probability of missed detection), (b) P (the probability of false alarm), and (c) E = P + P (the total error). E =N = 15 dB, L = 20, 10 users, A = 10, and B = 7. In (a), the curves that correspond to ' ranging from 9 to 14 coincide. Thus, we see only one curve instead of five. Note that we set to 10 all values that are below 10 because Matlab was not able to plot them.
the left-hand side of the optimal working point, is dominant and the curves imitate those of in Fig. 6(b) . In contrast, becomes dominant on the right-hand side of the optimal working point and the curves at this side are similar to those of in Fig. 6(a) . In the NLOS case, the curves have similar trends and we omitted them.
In conclusion, using the PID synchronization method, an optimal working point can be obtained by minimizing . For this specific example, the optimal working point is , .
B. Comparison Between the PID and the Conventional Synchronization Methods
1) LOS Case:
Now, we are comparing the PID synchronization method with the conventional one in the LOS case. The NLOS case is left for the next subsection. The results that we show correspond to the optimal working point defined in Section VII-A. Fig. 7(a) shows according to for both synchronization methods. Corresponding values of are shown in Fig. 7(b) . Recall that is upper bounded by 2 (see Section VI-A2). The simulated scenario corresponds to 10 users, , and chips/frames. As for the parameters and , they concern the verification phase, which aims at eliminating any false alarm due to random interference or noise. Thus, can be seen somehow in a threshold. If the number of iterations that result in a detection exceeds , we consider that this is due to a good detection and not to a random effect. Hence, to ensure good performance, and should be well tuned. We tried several values for them and we obtained good performances for and . We keep these values for all of the following results. As we can notice, the PID synchronization method is decreasing with increasing , and it is very small when becomes larger than 10 dB. In contrast, with the conventional synchronization method, is very high and it is close to 1 even when dB. in Fig. 7(b) is a decreasing function of : it reaches for dB with the PID synchronization method, whereas it is very close to two with the conventional one.
2) NLOS Case: It is obvious that the NLOS case is more challenging since it has larger delay spread and its cluster and ray arrival rates are much higher [22] . Thus, to have an acceptable performance, we reduced the number of users to five instead of ten with the LOS case. Also, we used a larger chips/frame in order to compensate the larger delay spread. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows comparison results for and , respectively. The performance is not as good as that for the LOS case, but our method still performs much better than the conventional one. With the PID synchronization method, is around 10 , whereas it is very close to 2 with the conventional one.
To summarize this section, we have shown that, with the PID synchronization method, the synchronization is achieved in the presence of the IUI with a minimal total error. In contrast, the total error is very close to 2 with the conventional synchronization method, which means a certain failure.
C. Concurrent Transmissions With the Same Code
It is often thought that concurrent transmissions with the same code always results in collision. This is not true. Let us consider first asynchronous concurrent transmissions. In this case, the different transmitted signals 3 with the same code have different arrival times at a given receiver. Since the pulsewidth is very short and the transmissions are asynchronized, not all of 3 Recall that a transmitted signal is expressed in (1) . the multipath components of the transmitted signals overlap at the receiver. Thus, the receiver can solve, with high probability, at least one multipath component that arbitrarily belongs to one of the transmitted signals. We assume that we are not in a very dense multipath environment where even transmitting with different codes results in collision. Now, let us look at the extreme case where the different transmissions are synchronized and all of the transmitted signals have almost the same arrival time, i.e., the first multipath components of all the transmitted signals overlap at the receiver, which happens with a negligible probability. Since each transmitted signal has a different channel impulse response, not all multipath components of the transmitted signals overlap. Therefore, the receiver can, with high probability, solve one multipath component belonging to an arbitrary transmitted signal. In the following, we show results for the asynchronous case because the other case happens very rarely and its results can be deducted from what we show here. In the simulated scenarios, , , , and correspond to the optimal working point of Fig. 6 . All of the transmitted signals in a given run have the same code but with different arrival times and different powers chosen randomly in [ 30, 10] dBm. is computed according to a 30-dBm power signal. We did two evaluations using two different methods. The first is what we used before. The second is similar to the first, but it takes into account the collisions. In the following, only is shown.
cannot be computed because the true sequence is always present in the received signal, which is the superposition of all the transmitted signals, and it is expressed in (3).
1) First Evaluation:
When we applied the evaluation method used before (Section VI) for a number of users up to ten in the LOS case and up to five in the NLOS case, was exactly equal to zero with the PID and the conventional complete methods. This is not surprising, because all of the users transmit the true sequence. Furthermore, the transmission power levels are now higher than for the extreme case of Figs. 7 and 8, which even give too small 's. This result does not take into account the collisions, as will be explained next.
2) Second Evaluation: When all of the transmitted signals have the same code, the collisions become more harmful than when only one transmitted signal carries the true sequence. Indeed, since all of the transmitted signals carry the same code, different multipath components of different transmitted signals may overlap in all of their pulses, which do not occur in the case of different codes. Therefore, we changed to be the probability of: 1) a good detection during the first phase when the received signal contains the true sequence and 2) the detected signal does not collide with another, that is, when we detect some signal and we find that it overlaps with another, we consider that this is an FA and the detection is canceled. Fig. 9 (a) and (b) shows according to the number of users in the LOS and the NLOS cases, respectively. Due to the collisions, is now approximately 10 (instead of 0 in the first evaluation). Thus, a good detection without collision is obtained with a probability of 90%. It is clear that our method performs better than the conventional one in the NLOS case, which is more challenging. This can be explained by its immunity to the constructive interference. Indeed, when two multipath components belonging to different signals have almost the same timing and thus overlap almost completely, if they have the same polarity, the resultant signal has higher amplitude, which is the sum of the two multipath component amplitudes. Consequently, the probability of detecting the resultant signal, which results in a collision, increases with the conventional method, since it has higher power. With our method, this probability does not change since it is power-independent. We observed in our simulations that, with the PID synchronization method, all transmitted signals have the same chance to be detected independently of their power levels, which is another consequence of power independence. Also, we observed that the conventional synchronization method always detects the transmitted signal of the highest power level.
To summarize this section, concurrent transmissions with the same code do not always result in collision. Thus, the channel employing a common code, such as in [1] , cannot be modeled as an Aloha channel. This modeling considers that concurrent transmissions always result in collision and, thus, this theory no longer holds.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Our paper addresses noncoherent synchronization (signal acquisition) in the presence of asynchronous concurrent transmissions with heterogeneous power levels. This occurs, for example, in the presence of multiple interfering piconets or in purely ad-hoc networks. This is the first study that identifies the problem that arises using the conventional detection method, which correlates the received UWB IR signal with a TPT and performs a threshold check on the output of the correlation; we show that the synchronization is either unfeasible or entails an extremely large overhead due to the IUI in these scenarios. In order to solve the extreme IUI case (near-far problem), we propose a new detection method, which we call PID method; it splits the correlation into elementary correlations. Each one corresponds to one pulse in the TPT. Then, two threshold checks are performed. The first is to detect pulses whereas the second is to detect the signal based on the number of detected pulses. Our PID method solves the problem without any additional complexity overhead, e.g., for a digital receiver, it employs the same sampling frequency and number of operations as the conventional detection method.
We evaluated the performance of the PID detection method based on analysis and simulations. The simulations were carried out according to the LOS and the NLOS indoor office channel models proposed by the IEEE P802.15.4a study group [4] . The adopted metrics are: 1) the probability of missed detection when the received IR signal contains the synchronization sequence to be detected; 2) the probability of false alarm when the received IR signal does not contain the synchronization sequence to be detected; and 3) the total error defined as . The results presented in this paper show a significant improvement compared to the conventional detection method. Moreover, we define an optimal working point that corresponds to the least total error . Some of the results are that, for dB and in the presence of 10 users transmitting simultaneously in the LOS case, with the PID method at the optimal working point whereas is very close to 2 with the conventional detection method.
We also investigate the particular case where all concurrent transmissions have the same code: this is the case of broadcast or control channel in ad hoc networks and it may occur even in the presence of multiple interfering piconets. Our results show that, with high probability, no collision occurs and we are still able to detect one of the transmitted signals. Thus, the Aloha model does not hold anymore for this kind of channels. Further, with the conventional method, the user with the highest power is most likely the one that is detected, whereas with our method, all users within the detactability range have the same probability of being detected. Moreover, we show that the immunity of the PID synchronization method to the constructive interference makes its performance better than the conventional one in the presence of collision.
An extension of this work is to investigate how to determine the thresholds , , and for these environments of concurrent transmissions with heterogeneous power levels.
APPENDIX I ANALYSIS
Our analysis treats three random variables, , , and , as indicated in Fig. 10 . Block 1 represents the first phase in our synchronization method and block 2 illustrates the second phase. is the input of block 1. forms the output of block 1 and the Fig. 10 . Synchronization method is modeled as two blocks with three random variables. Blocks 1 and 2 represent the first and second phases, respectively. X (input of block 1) indicates the presence of the true sequence in the received IR signal. Y (output of block 1 and input of block 2) indicates whether a detection is declared or not and, if a detection is declared, whether it is a good detection or an FA. Z (output of block 2) gives the result of the verification of the second phase.
input of block 2. Z is the output of block 2. The values that , , and can take are as follows:
The 
Substituting (17)- (20) into (15) and (16), we obtain (10) and (11) .
APPENDIX II COMMUNICATION RANGE
The mean channel pathloss excluding antenna effects is defined as [4] , [25] PL (21) where and are transmit and receive power, respectively, is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and the expectation is taken over an area that is large enough to allow averaging out of the shadowing as well as the small-scale fading. Due to the frequency dependence of propagation effects in a UWB channel, the wideband pathloss is a function of frequency as well as distance. The pathloss as a function of distance and frequency can be written as a product of the terms PL PL PL (22) The distance dependence of the pathloss in decibels is described by PL PL (23) where the reference distance is set to 1 m, and is the pathloss at the reference distance. is the pathloss exponent that is equal to 1.63 in the LOS case and 3.07 in the NLOS case. Then, a difference of 20 dB in the pathloss between the source and an interferer that is one meter far from the receiver can be written as PL PL (24) where the indexes and indicate the source and the interferer, respectively. Resolving (24) , we obtain with the LOS case m (25) and with the NLOS case m (26)
